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QUESTION: 1
Which two statements best describe what consultants gain
requirements gathering meetings in the assessment phase? (Select two.)

by

holding

A. a way to better understand the client's business and technical objectives
B. a way to identify and bridge gaps in the Pre-engagement Questionnaire
C. a way to increase the license sales of the solution components
D. a way to increase the services cost of the solution implementation
E. a way to enforce solution capabilities within the constraints of the solution software

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 2
Which two areas are most likely to be queried when gathering information for use in
the assessment of Symantec Management Platform architecture requirements? (Select
two.)

A. network protocols in use
B. AD security policy
C. application usage
D. license harvesting
E. application upgrading

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 3
Which two areas are most likely to be queried when gathering information for use in
the assessment of Client Management Suite solution configuration requirements?
(Select two.)

A. license harvesting
B. application upgrading
C. network protocols in use
D. network WAN/LAN architecture
E. bandwidth/QoS usage

Answer: A, B
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QUESTION: 4
What are two valid stages accomplished in the assessment phase of a Client
Management Suite solution implementation? (Select two.)

A. Solution Analysis
B. Requirements Gathering
C. Solution Configuration
D. Infrastructure Design
E. Solution Testing

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 5
Which two areas are most likely to be queried when gathering information for use in
the assessment of Symantec Management Platform architecture requirements? (Select
two.)

A. IT management models
B. intranet connectivity
C. user PC configuration
D. client hardware platforms
E. software packaging

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 6
What is the primary goal of the assessment phase of the Client Management Suite
service?

A. determine solution requirements and expectations of all stakeholders within the
project
B. determine the solution configuration of all components
C. define the solution architecture and provide hardware and software requirements
D. define the solution workflow in order to design the solution configuration
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
What are two of the item tasks completed within the Client Management Suite
solution configuration stage? (Select two.)

A. configure the Inventory Solution Core settings
B. configure the Deployment Solution Agent policies
C. configure the Site Infrastructure using the Site Manager
D. create the organizational views/groups
E. configure the Management Agent policies

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 8
Which physical report is used as a reference for the initial configuration of the Client
Management Suite solutions?

A. the Design report
B. the Configuration report
C. the Consultant Reference Guide
D. the Assessment report

Answer: B

QUESTION: 9
Which statement is true about Solution Testing?

A. It only helps us with liability or product-related issues.
B. It helps in solving all challenges within the initial design.
C. It ensures a perfect design without challenges.
D. It helps in uncovering challenges not seen in the initial design.

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 10
Which physical report is used as a reference for the initial configuration of the SMP
core items?

A. the Design report
B. the Consultant Reference Guide
C. the Configuration report
D. the Assessment report

Answer: C

QUESTION: 11
Which two best practices should be followed in a pilot deployment of Client
Management Suite? Select two.)

A. enter Pilot Results in the Test Plan at the end of the implementation
B. use a phased deployment approach approved by the customer
C. activate the solutions one at a time to avoid risk and to provide accurate
monitoring and troubleshooting
D. record and solve any support issues that arise as they happen
E. be on the console for the entire pilot engagement to reduce risk

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 12
Which two item tasks are completed within the SMP core configuration stage?

A. configure the deployment solution
B. index the MS SQL database
C. assign security roles to organizational views/groups
D. assign packages to targets within the software portal
E. assign console permissions scoping to security roles

Answer: C, E
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